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As a field, much is known about behavioral sleep intervention (BSI) in infants. Infant BSI is an
umbrella term for behaviorally based interventions that promote sleep health and/or address
problematic sleep patterns in infants.1 Given the associations between infant sleep health (eg, longer
sleep duration or more consolidated sleep) and healthy growth and development, infant sleep is a
promising intervention target.1 More than 20 studies have examined the efficacy of pediatric BSI in 9
countries,2,3 and guidelines recommend BSI as a standard first-line treatment for infant bedtime
problems or night wakings.1 Infant BSI is consistently associated with improvements in infant sleep,
as well as parent sleep and family functioning.1,3 Successful implementation of infant BSI has
occurred both in controlled trials1 and general population settings,4 and studies have found no
associated adverse effects on infant attachment5 or cortisol levels.6 Unfortunately, this substantial
progress in our understanding of infant BSI comes with a caveat, in that most previous studies have
been performed with White families from mid-to-high socioeconomic backgrounds.2

Comparatively, little is known about the efficacy of infant BSI in Black families or in families from
lower socioeconomic status (SES) backgrounds. These gaps are particularly concerning given known
pediatric health disparities in both Black children and in children living in low-SES households. A
review of participant samples in infant BSI efficacy studies found that most study participants have
been White college-educated parents.2

Theoretically, there is no reason to assume that BSIs would be less efficacious in infants from
Black and/or low-income backgrounds. However, BSI is delivered by caregivers, and there are several
reasons we cannot assume infant BSI will be acceptable and feasible across different cultural and
socioeconomic backgrounds. With some infant BSI approaches, a parent is instructed not to respond
immediately to a crying infant. This process can be highly stressful for parents4 and may not align
with their cultural beliefs and values. Cultural beliefs about collectivism may lead to greater likelihood
of extended family members living in the home and playing an active caregiving role, which could
either enhance or reduce BSI feasibility and acceptability.

A survey study7 of infant sleep and BSI in a diverse US sample found that Black and White
mothers were equally likely to try BSI with their infant, but that Black mothers were almost 5 times
more likely to stop the intervention prior to completion, raising questions about the acceptability and
feasibility of BSI for Black families. In addition, structural barriers to infant BSI implementation, such
as close proximity to sleeping family members or neighbors, could be more common in families from
low-income backgrounds and impact feasibility.

The study by Lavner and colleagues,8 which to our knowledge is the first to demonstrate the
efficacy of infant BSI in Black families, makes a substantial contribution to our understanding of the
efficacy of this treatment in diverse populations. In this 2-group randomized clinical trial, primiparous
Black mother-infant dyads primarily from low-income households were assigned to either a
responsive parenting (RP) intervention or a safety control condition. The RP intervention was
delivered by community research associates during home visits at 3 and 8 weeks post partum and
included content on infant sleep, feeding, soothing, and interactive play. Sleep content was generally
consistent with typical guidance offered in infant BSI and promoted a consistent bedtime routine,
earlier infant bedtime, and infant self-soothing as an alternative to feeding infants to sleep. The RP
intervention was originally developed and studied with primarily White middle-class mother-infant
dyads. The authors8 noted that the intervention was culturally adapted for this study but did not
provide details about the adaptation process or which elements of intervention were adapted.
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Compared with the safety control condition, infants in the intervention group had improved
sleep health across a variety of metrics, most notably longer total sleep duration.8 At 16 weeks post
partum, infants receiving the RP intervention slept an additional 73 minutes per day. There is a
possibility that this number is an overestimate of the true effect. Sleep duration was assessed using
maternal report via questionnaire, an assessment method that introduces social desirability bias,
particularly because mothers reported sleep metrics on which they received specific guidance during
the intervention. Nonetheless, even if the true effect were half as small, this additional sleep duration
could yield notable benefits in infant development if the effect persisted over time. The difference
in night wakings between the intervention and control groups (1.8 vs 1.5 per night) at 16 weeks post
partum was statistically significant, though it is unclear whether this difference is clinically
meaningful to families.8

Although it was not emphasized in this study,8 intervention retention was high; more than 90%
of participants who started intervention completed both intervention visits, providing support for
the acceptability and feasibility of infant BSI in Black families. At the same time, parent adherence to
recommended sleep-related parenting practices varied considerably, raising questions about the
influence of cultural norms on certain components of the intervention. For example, 88.5% of
parents in the intervention group reported their infant had a bedtime routine, whereas only 24.7%
reported a bedtime of 8 PM or earlier, and parents reported putting their infant to bed while still
awake infrequently.8

The potential preventative role of infant BSI in reducing obesity and sleep disparities is the
authors’ rationale for this work.8 Indeed, compared with White infants, Black infants are more likely
to have sleep practices (eg, shorter sleep duration) associated with poorer health outcomes.9 The RP
intervention shows promise as a way to improve sleep health in infants and ultimately to reduce
disparities in sleep and obesity.

As with any important study, there are as many questions as there are answers.8 Would the
intervention have yielded similar effects had sleep been assessed objectively? Which components of
the multicomponent intervention were most impactful? How did socioeconomic and family
contextual factors mediate intervention outcomes? Did participants find the intervention acceptable
and feasible? How was the RP intervention culturally adapted, and how might this adaptation have
impacted outcomes? Finally, it is important to note that much work remains to examine the
acceptability, feasibility, and efficacy of infant BSI in other groups that have been historically
marginalized.

In closing, we would like to acknowledge the contributions of Leann L. Birch, PhD, who served
as study co–principal investigator until her death in 2019.8 Dr Birch was a developmental psychology
researcher who made significant scientific contributions to the fields of infant feeding and sleep. This
ground-breaking study is a fitting tribute to an impactful career.
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